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MAD 2014 Winter Show: Call for Director

MAD is looking for a director and show package for

usually a comedy, drama or a single, small cast musical with the shows running three weekends

between February and March. Auditions are generally in November. If you or someone you know

is interested in directing, please contact Eliot Malumuth (

5776) by July 31 2013.

MAD Fall Show Orchestra Looking for Volunteers

We want YOU to play in the Fall production of

need for (at least) more string players and pianists to play this

Contact Music Director Chris Wells at

Anne and Jon Gardner will perform as "Transatlantic Crossing" at the New Deal Cafe in

Roosevelt Center, Greenbelt, on Tuesday, August 13 from 7 to 9pm. Transatlantic Crossing

features Anne Gardner on fiddle and Jon Gardner on guitar, playing high

from both sides of the Atlantic. Their repertoire includes contra dance music from the US and

Canada, jigs and reels from Ireland, England and Scotland, and the occasional departure to the

European continent. From slow traditional waltzes to fast and furious modern

you will find it hard to stay seated as their infectious rhythm gets your toes tapping.

From Lelia Moors: “My children are breaking bad again. At least this time their mayhem is

getting good reviews! The review is in on

Fringe Festival: http://dctheatrescene.com/2013/07/14/violent

brawl-esque-sideshow/. Good job kids!
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2014 Winter Show: Call for Director

MAD is looking for a director and show package for the 2014 Winter Show. The Winter Show is

usually a comedy, drama or a single, small cast musical with the shows running three weekends

between February and March. Auditions are generally in November. If you or someone you know

lease contact Eliot Malumuth (eliot.malumuth@nasa.gov

MAD Fall Show Orchestra Looking for Volunteers

We want YOU to play in the Fall production of “Into the Woods!” Our volunteer orchestra has a

need for (at least) more string players and pianists to play this Sondheim classic. Interested?

Contact Music Director Chris Wells at christine.wells@verizon.net

MAD About Town

will perform as "Transatlantic Crossing" at the New Deal Cafe in

Roosevelt Center, Greenbelt, on Tuesday, August 13 from 7 to 9pm. Transatlantic Crossing

features Anne Gardner on fiddle and Jon Gardner on guitar, playing high-energy fiddle tunes

sides of the Atlantic. Their repertoire includes contra dance music from the US and

Canada, jigs and reels from Ireland, England and Scotland, and the occasional departure to the

European continent. From slow traditional waltzes to fast and furious modern compositions,

you will find it hard to stay seated as their infectious rhythm gets your toes tapping.

My children are breaking bad again. At least this time their mayhem is

The review is in on Brian Moors and Kathleen Moors in the DC Capital

http://dctheatrescene.com/2013/07/14/violent-delights-a-shakespearean

job kids!”

446-6300

the 2014 Winter Show. The Winter Show is

usually a comedy, drama or a single, small cast musical with the shows running three weekends

between February and March. Auditions are generally in November. If you or someone you know

eliot.malumuth@nasa.gov, 301-286-

Our volunteer orchestra has a

Sondheim classic. Interested?

will perform as "Transatlantic Crossing" at the New Deal Cafe in

Roosevelt Center, Greenbelt, on Tuesday, August 13 from 7 to 9pm. Transatlantic Crossing

energy fiddle tunes

sides of the Atlantic. Their repertoire includes contra dance music from the US and

Canada, jigs and reels from Ireland, England and Scotland, and the occasional departure to the

compositions,

you will find it hard to stay seated as their infectious rhythm gets your toes tapping.

My children are breaking bad again. At least this time their mayhem is

in the DC Capital

shakespearean-
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